“2007 was a year that enjoyed almost perfect climatic conditions in Alsace and this has helped shape some stunning styles of wine.” -- Pierre Trimbach

**Riesling**

**CUVÉE FRÉDÉRIC ÉMILE**

- Geisberg and Osterberg Grands Crus.
- The prized Riesling grapes are handpicked as late as possible in order to achieve maximum ripeness.
- The wine is vinified to complete dryness with only the minimal amount residual sugar.

97 pts • James Suckling • Sep-15
95 pts • Wine Enthusiast Editors’ Choice • Mar-14
95 pts • Decanter • Aug-13
93 pts • Wine Spectator • Oct-12
92 pts • Wine Advocate • Apr-10
91+ pts • Vinous • Nov-08
17,5/20 • Bethane & Desseauve
18/20 • Jancis Robinson

**Riesling**

**CLOS STE. HUNE**

- Selected parcel inside the Grand Cru Rosacker.
- Calcareous soils known as *Muschelkalk* allows this Riesling to develop extraordinary aromas with wonderful concentration of fruit and minerality.
- Dry yet succulent, with phenomenal complexity.

96 pts • Wine Advocate • Apr-10
96 pts • Decanter • Aug-13
96 pts • Wine Enthusiast • Mar-14
96 pts • James Suckling • Sep-15
94+ pts • Vinous • Nov-08
94 pts • Wine Spectator • Nov-12
19/20 • Jancis Robinson

**Pinot Gris**

**RÉSERVE PERSONNELLE**

- Osterberg & Kirchberg Grands Crus.
- Grapes are picked by hand as late as possible close to the vendanges tardives “late harvest” level.

93 pts • Wine Advocate • Jan-10
93 pts • Decanter • Aug-13
91 pts • Wine Spectator • Sept-12

**Gewürztraminer**

**CUVÉE des Seigneurs de RIBEAUPIERRE**

- Altenberg & Mandelberg Grands Crus.
- The grapes are picked by hand as late as possible, with a very low yield.
- Cuvee des Seigneurs de Ribeauvillé is vinified nearly to complete dryness.

93 pts • Wine Advocate • Apr-10
92 pts • Wine Spectator • Oct-12
92 pts • Vinous • Nov-08
91 pts • Decanter • Aug-13
17.5/20 • Jancis Robinson

**Gewürztraminer**

**VENDANGES TARDIVES**

- Grapes for Vendanges Tardives (late harvest) wines are left to hang on the vine until they begin to dehydrate, allowing the sugars and phenolic compounds to concentrate.

94 pts • Wine Advocate • April-10
93 pts • Wine Enthusiast • Mar-14
92 pts • Wine Spectator • Oct-11
91 pts • Vinous • Nov-08
18.5/20 • Bethane & Desseauve
18.5/20 • Jancis Robinson

**Gewürztraminer**

**SELECTION DE GRAINS NOBLES HORS-CHOIX**

- Gewürztraminer Selection de Grains Nobles (“selection of noble berries”) is a rare wine which requires exceptional conditions for production; a long growing season affected at the end by botrytis cinerea, or “Noble Rot”.

94 pts • Vinous • Nov-08
19.5/20 • Bethane & Desseauve
19/20 • Jancis Robinson

---

**Pricing:**

*Each Prestige Combo Pack comes in a wood box with 6 bottles - one of each selection.*